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Abstract
It is often convenient to write a function and apply it to a speciﬁc input. However, a program developed in this way may be inefﬁcient to evaluate and difﬁcult to analyze due to its generality.
In this paper, we propose a technique of new specialization for a
class of XML transformations, in which no output of a function
can be decomposed or traversed. Our specialization is type-based
in the sense that it uses the structures of input types; types are described by regular hedge grammars and subtyping is deﬁned settheoretically. The specialization always terminates, resulting in a
program where every function is fully specialized and only accepts
its rigid input. We present several interesting applications of our
new specialization, especially for injectivity analysis.
Categories and Subject Descriptors I.2.2 [Artiﬁcial Intelligence]:
Automatic Programming—Program transformation; D.1.1 [Programming Techniques]: Applicative (Functional) Programming
General Terms Languages

1.

Introduction

It is often convenient to write a function and apply it to a speciﬁc
input. For example, a user may apply function half deﬁned by
half (x) = bx/2c to even numbers, or more generally, apply
function f :: A → B to an input of type A0 where A0 is a subtype
of A.
We focus on subtyping in XML transformations (functions).
For example, consider an input document of a type where an element <person> must contain exactly one occurrence of <email>,
<tel>, <studentID>, and <postal address> in any order. Writing a function that exactly accepts such data is cumbersome because it would consist of twenty-four branches, i.e., the number of
permutations of four elements 4! = 24. One, however, can easily
deﬁne the function as
transformPerson(<person>(x)) =
ˆ foreachF (x)
foreachF (ε)
=
ˆ ε
foreachF (x :: Elem ¦ r :: Elem ∗ ) =
ˆ f (x) ¦ foreachF (r)
f (<email>(x))
=
ˆ ...
f (<tel>(x))
=
ˆ ...
f (<studentID>(x))
=
ˆ ...
f (<postal address>(x))
=
ˆ ...
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if the order of the four does not count. Here, we use ε to represent
the empty sequence of XML elements, A∗ for the Kleene closure
of A, Elem for a type corresponding to any XML element, <t>(x)
for <t>x</t>, and the operator “¦” to concatenate two sequences.
Function transformPerson above accepts the input of the type
where <person> contains <email>, <tel>, <studentID>, and
<postal address> without any restrictions. The input type of
transformPerson is a supertype of the type of input to which a
user wants to apply the function. That is, since the application of
transformPerson to the type of input uses subtyping, the application is only valid with subtyping in the sense of type correctness.
Many modern XML transformation languages such as XDuce [16],
CDuce [1], and Xtatic [18] support subtyping. Also, writing a function like that above supported by subtyping sometimes considered to be advantageous because a function deﬁned in this way is
reusable and robust to changes in input type, i.e., changes in the
schema of an input XML document.
Despite the convenience of writing ﬂexible programs with subtyping, a program deﬁned in this way might be inefﬁcient to evaluate and difﬁcult to analyze.
First, a speciﬁc function can be implemented more efﬁciently
than a general function. Consider the following function.
f (ε)
=
ˆ ε
f (<a>(x :: String) ¦ r) =
ˆ f (r) ¦ <a>(x)
f (r ¦ <b>(y))
=
ˆ ...
Function f reverses an input when it only consists of <a> elements,
and does something when it ends in <b>. To directly evaluate f ,
we must examine whether an input is a sequence of <a>s or is
a sequence that ends in <b>, which takes O(n) time for each
recursive call of f where n is the length of the input sequence.
However, when a set of inputs of f is restricted to sequences of
<a>s, we do not need to examine the whole input sequence for each
recursion; it is sufﬁcient to check whether the input list is empty or
not, which takes a constant time. Actually, CDuce employs such
a type-based technique of optimization [10]; if the system can
establish that the inputs of f are restricted to sequences of <a>s, the
restricted version of f above runs in O(n) time in CDuce, where
n is the length of the input sequence of <a>s. However, as we do
not know the inputs that have been restricted to sequences of <a>s
by f itself for f above, we cannot enjoy this kind of type-based
optimization.
Second, in program analysis, we want to analyze the behavior
of a general function restricted to speciﬁc inputs but not the general
function itself. For example, consider injectivity analysis, which is
important in program inversion [9, 12, 13, 14], program bidirectionalization [24], and the validation of bidirectional transformation [4]. However, sometimes the injectivity of f |A0 , which reads
the function f whose domain is restricted to A0 , is different from
that of f : A → B. For example, consider the following function.
unifyAddress(<email>(x)) =
ˆ <address>(x)
unifyAddress(<tel>(x)) =
ˆ <address>(x)

Transformation unifyAddress produces an <address> element
from either an <email> element that describes an email address
or a <tel> element that describes a telephone number. In many
situations, a set of strings describing email addresses is disjoint
from a set of strings describing telephone numbers. Consequently,
restricted to type T deﬁned by
T = <email>(EmalText) | <tag>(TelNumber )
where EmailText and TelNumber are disjoint, unifyAddress|T
becomes injective. Another example is precise type inference. For
function f : A → B and type A0 ⊆ A, the range of function
f |A0 would be smaller than B. For example, the output type of
unifyAddress is <address>(>) where > represents anything,
while the output type of unifyAddress|T is <address>(EmailText |
TelNumber ). Precise type inference is not only useful for precise
type checking [23], but also for program inversion [9, 13, 14] in the
derivation of deterministic inverses.
We rephrase the above problems with subtyping as follows. For
general function f :: A → B and a speciﬁc input of type A0 where
A0 ⊆ A, although we want to analyze f |A0 , the only information
available from a program is that of f and A0 but not that of f |A0 .
To solve the problem, we propose a new technique of specialization for a class of XML transformation languages, in which no
output of a function can be examined by a pattern. The specialization generates function deﬁnitions of f |A from function f and type
A. For example, for function unifyAddress and type T above, our
specialization generates the following.
unifyAddress|T (<email>(x :: EmailText)) =
ˆ <address>(x)
unifyAddress|T (<tel>(x :: TelNumber )) =
ˆ <address>(x)
The method of specialization we propose is type-based in the sense
that the specialization uses the structures of types of speciﬁc inputs, i.e., a type is described by a regular hedge grammar [6]
and subtyping is deﬁned set-theoretically. Types deﬁned by regular hedge grammar are commonly used in modern XML processing languages such as XDuce, CDuce, and Xtatic, and a set of valid
XML documents/elements described by core parts of many XML
schema languages such as DTD1 , XML Schema2 , and Relax NG3
can be expressed by the type [28]. The three main contributions
made by this paper can be summarized as follows.
• Type-based specialization that generates f |T from f and T

is proposed. The type-based specialization we propose converts a program to that in which every function, including a
recursively-deﬁned function, is fully specialized and only accepts its rigid input. After specialization, we can safely ignore
the types of arguments of a function call in program analysis
because the called function is already specialized with respect
to the types.
• Our specialization always terminates. Despite the strong prop-

erty that the specialization fully specializes every function, the
specialization always terminates. In addition, our specialization
runs without human interaction.
• Several applications demonstrate the effectiveness of our spe-

cialization. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our new specialization by applying it to several examples, including type
inference, injectivity analysis, and inversion. The property that
the specialization fully specializes every function plays an important role in these applications.
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#dt-doctype

We have also implemented a prototype system of our proposed specialization, which is available at http://www.ipl.t.u-tokyo.
ac.jp/∼kztk/sp/.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 roughly explains
the idea behind our type-based specialization. Section 3 describes
the language used to describe XML transformations. Section 4 describes the new method of type-based specialization for the language in Section 3, and gives a proof for termination. Section 5
presents several interesting applications of the specialization. Section 6 discusses extensions of the proposed approach. Section 7
concludes the paper and discusses future directions.
Related Work
Our specialization is a modest extension of the pre-processing
method used in the exact type checking for a tree transduction [23].
The main differences between our method and theirs are as follows:
(1) we permit concatenations in patterns, e.g., x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <b>,
and (2) our specialization returns deterministic programs.
In specialization, we use a technique similar to type inference
of a variable in a pattern where the pattern is restricted to a type.
Our type inference technique in specialization is more precise for
the restricted target language than that of existing approaches [1,
15, 16]. The preciseness of type inference is important for the fully
specialized results of the specialization.
Our target language discussed in Section 3 is a simple extension of Wadler’s treeless and afﬁne language [32], to which concatenation operator “¦” have been added in both patterns and expressions. The extension is also inspired by tree transducers with
look-ahead [7] and patterns in XDuce [16]. Actually, type T in
variable pattern x :: T can be viewed as “look-ahead” in treeless
language, and a pattern in our target language is a subset of patterns in XDuce. The specialization we propose can be applied to
a wider class of languages, e.g., allowing accumulation parameters
as macro forest transducers [30], which will be explained in Section 6. It is worth noting that, with the extension in Section 6, the
language to which the specialization can be applicable is strictly
more expressive than deterministic macro forest transducers [30],
i.e., a model of recursive XML transformations. Many XSLT4 programs can be expressed by a composition of deterministic macro
forest transducers [8, 25, 21]. A transformation deﬁned by a composition of deterministic macro forest transducers can be written
by a deterministic macro forest transducer if the output data size is
always proportional to the input data size [20].
In the applications presented in Section 5, we use type inference algorithm in [23], a variant of injectivity checking used in
XSugar [3, 4], and a naive inversion by swapping left-hand sides
with right-hand sides. A formal discussion on the inversion by
swapping left-hand sides with right-hand sides for treeless language is found in [29].
There has been research on type-based optimization for patternmatching [10, 19]. Although they carry out type-based “specialization” as we do, there are many differences between their specialization and ours. First, our purpose is to derive the deﬁnitions
of f |A from f and A while theirs is to provide efﬁcient evaluation mechanisms of pattern-matching. Second, we specialize patterns and function calls but do nothing on pattern-matching, while
they specialize pattern-matching mechanisms using compilations
of patterns but not function calls. Third, in our specialization, for
a recursively-deﬁned function, a function call of the function may
be specialized with respect to different types like reverse in Section 2, while, in their specialization, the input type of a function
is given beforehand. Note that patterns in their languages are more
expressive than that in our target language.

2 http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
3 http://relaxng.org/

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt

2.

Idea of Specialization

This section roughly explains the idea behind our specialization and
problems with its naive execution.
Our specialization approach, which will be discussed more in
Section 4, targets a class of ﬁrst-order functional programming
languages. The target language is similar to ordinary functional
programming languages such as Haskell [2] except that the target
language contains variable pattern x :: T where T is given by
regular hedge grammar [6] and concatenation patterns/expressions
“¦”, like the function splitAB 5 deﬁned by
splitAB (x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <b>∗ ) =
ˆ <as>(x) ¦ <bs>(y).
Some syntactic restrictions have also been added to the language.
One of the most important syntactic restrictions in our target language is that no output of a function can be examined by a pattern.
The formal deﬁnition of the language will be given in Section 3.

Determinism of Specialized Programs
Another important issue is that specialization generates deterministic programs. Nondeterminism of a program may make a program
difﬁcult to analyze. Specialization may produce more than one rule
from a rule. For example, the specialization of g deﬁned by
idAB (x :: (<a>|<b>) ¦ y :: (<a>|<b>)) =
ˆ x¦y
with respect to type T = (<a> ¦ <b>) | (<b> ¦ <a>) results in g|T
deﬁned as follows.
idAB |T (x :: <a> ¦ y :: <b>) =
ˆ x¦y
idAB |T (x :: <b> ¦ y :: <a>) =
ˆ x¦y
This production of more than one rule from a rule may result in a
nondeterministic program.

3. Target Language

2.1 Idea

This section describes our target language to describe XML transformations.

The basic idea behind our specialization is quite simple: we produce new deﬁnition rules for function f |S where S is type of its
argument. That is, for type S, function f deﬁned by

3.1

f (. . . x :: T . . .) =
ˆ . . . g(x) . . .
is specialized to the following f |S .
f |S (. . . x :: T 0 . . .) =
ˆ . . . g|T 0 (x) . . .
Here, T 0 is a calculated type from T so that the semantics of
function f for the inputs in S is preserved (Section 4). For example,
the specialization of the following reverse
reverse(ε)
=
ˆ ε
reverse(a :: Elem ¦ r :: Elem ∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
with respect to type S = (<a> ¦ <b>)∗ results in
reverse|S (ε)
=
ˆ ε
reverse|S (a :: <a> ¦ r :: S 0 ) =
ˆ reverse|S 0 (r) ¦ a
reverse|S 0 (a :: <b> ¦ r :: S) =
ˆ reverse|S (r) ¦ a
where S 0 is a type deﬁned by S 0 = <b> ¦ S.
This idea of type-based specialization itself is not new and is
nothing but partial evaluation. A similar method is adopted for a
similar purpose in [23]. One of the contributions in this paper is to
discuss our construction of type-based specialization in which the
properties below are guaranteed to hold.
Termination of Specialization
Termination is one of the most important properties of program
transformation. However, the proof is not entirely direct for our
target language. Recall that, when a specialization of f
f (. . . x :: T . . .) =
ˆ . . . g(x) . . .
with respect to type S generates a rule
f |S (. . . x :: T 0 . . .) =
ˆ . . . g|T 0 (x) . . . ,
new type T 0 and new function call g|T 0 (x) are produced. Then, the
specialization specializes function g with respect to T 0 to obtain
the deﬁnition rules of g|T 0 . The specialization process will ﬁnish
when the rules of every called functions in generated rules have
been generated. However, it is not clear whether the specialization
terminates or inﬁnitely produces new types and new deﬁnition rules
of new functions. A pattern like x :: U ¦ y :: V makes the problem
more difﬁcult. Without this kind of pattern, we can easily give a
proof using the technique of product-construction [6] of automata,
similarly to [23].
5 Here,

<a> is shorthand for <a>(ε).

Hedge Values

In our language, XML elements, XML documents, and strings are
represented by hedge values, i.e., sequences of (unranked) trees.
For example, an XML fragment as
<name>kztk</name><email> . . . </email>
is internally represented by
<name>(k() ¦ z() ¦ t() ¦ k()) ¦ <email>(. . .)
where <name>, <email>, and k, z, t are labels to construct the
hedge value. Formally, hedges are deﬁned inductively from a set
of labels Σ:
• Empty hedge ε is a hedge.
• For hedges h1 and h2 , a concatenation h1 ¦ h2 is a hedge.
• For label σ ∈ Σ and hedge h, σ(h) is a hedge.

We assume that all the tree-labels and characters are encoded to
labels Σ. Note that hedge concatenation ¦ is associative and ε is the
unit of hedge concatenation; h1 ¦ (h2 ¦ h3 ) = (h1 ¦ h2 ) ¦ h3 and
h ¦ ε = ε ¦ h = h hold. We sometimes write a tree σ(ε) as σ() or
σ. For convenience, we sometimes omit ¦ and write t1 t2 instead of
t1 ¦ t2 if no confusion would arise. Context C is a hedge containing
special hole variable 2; we write the hedge that is obtained from C
by replacing hole 2 with hedge h as C[h].
XML Attributes or IDREFs are not treated in this paper.
3.2 Types
Set-theoretic types [11] deﬁned by regular hedge grammars [6] are
used in our language. As an example of regular hedge grammars, a
set of hedges described by regular expression A = <a>∗ | <b>
is represented by regular hedge grammar A → <a>A0 , A →
<b>E, A → ε, A0 → ε, A0 → <a>A0 , E → ε. As examples given
in the Introduction and Section 2, the types are used in patterns.
Deﬁnition 1 (Regular Hedge Grammar). A regular hedge grammar (RHG for short) is a triple (Σ, N, R) where Σ is a ﬁnite set
of labels (or terminals), N is a ﬁnite set of nonterminals, and R
is a ﬁnite set of production rules with the form T → σ(T1 )T2 or
T → ε.
The deﬁnition for RHGs is the same as that for regular tree
grammars [6] on the binary tree encoding of hedges [16] except
that the above deﬁnition does not include the start nonterminals.
Note that the deﬁnition looks different from the deﬁnition for RHGs
given in [27] but the two deﬁnitions are the same in terms of
expressive power.

Syntax:
prog
prod
t
rule
e
p

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

prod 1 . . . prod n rule 1 . . . rule m
data T =
ˆ t
ε | t1 ¦ t2 | σ(t) | T
f (p) =
ˆ e
ε | e1 ¦ e2 | σ(e) | x | f (x)
ε | p1 ¦ p2 | σ(p) | x :: T

(Program)
(Production Rule)
(Type Expression)
(Deﬁnition Rule)
(Expression)
(Pattern)

(x is a variable, T is a type name, f is a function name, and σ is a label)
Semantics:
ε⇓ε

e⇓v
e1 ⇓ v1 e2 ⇓ v2
C ON
C AT
σ(e) ⇓ σ(v)
e1 ¦ e2 ⇓ v1 ¦ v2
∃θ, ∃f (p) =
ˆ e. pθ = v, eθ ⇓ u
F UN
f (v) ⇓ u

x :: T only accepts the values in [[T ]]G , e.g., [[x :: <a>]]P = {<a>}.
For simplicity, we write [[p]] instead of [[p]]P if P is clear from the
context.
In this paper, we assume that transformation programs are deterministic in the sense that pattern matching is unique. Formally,
for any concatenation pattern p1 ¦ p2 , [[p1 ]]P k [[p2 ]]P holds, and for
any two rules f (p) = e and f (p0 ) =
ˆ e0 , [[p]]P ∩ [[p0 ]]P = ∅ holds.
For example, functions f and g below are not deterministic.
f (x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <a>∗ ) =
ˆ ...
g(x :: <a>)
=
ˆ ...
g(x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <a>) =
ˆ ...

E PS

The semantics of the language is deﬁned by the call-by-value
semantics shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The language describing forward transformations

4. Type-Based Specialization

∗

We write A → h if nonterminal A generates hedge h. The
semantics, or the language, of nonterminal A in G is deﬁned by
∗
[[A]]G = {h | A → h, h does not contain any nonterminal}. For
simplicity, we sometimes write [[A]] instead of [[A]]G if G is clear
from the context. A language of an RHG is called a regular hedge
language.
We deﬁne the following relation for the discussions that follow.

This section introduces a program transformation method that specializes functions with respect to the types of their arguments. In
a specialized program, for any function call f (x) with x :: A and
rules f (p1 ) =
ˆ e1 , . . . , f (pn ) =
ˆ en of f , the apparent domain of f ,
S
1≤i≤n [[pi ]], is equal to [[A]]. The specialization, roughly speaking,
with respect to type S, converts function f

Deﬁnition 2 (Horizontal Parallel). Let R and S be sets of hedges.
We deﬁne R k S if and only if there exist no hedges h1 , h3 ∈ R,
h2 , h4 ∈ S such that h1 h2 = h3 h4 but h1 6= h3 and h2 6= h4 .

to function f |S

3.3

Syntax and Semantics

The syntax of the language is summarized in Figure 1. Formally,
program P is a pair (G, R): RHG G deﬁning types and set R
deﬁning rules of functions.
A type declaration
data T =
ˆ t
describes production rule T → t in the RHG G. For convenience,
we sometimes use regular expressions and production rules beyond
RHG when we present examples of programs written in the language, if they actually deﬁne regular hedge language.
A rule of a function takes the form
f (p) =
ˆ e
where p is a pattern and e is a treeless expression [32]. In treeless
expressions, all the arguments of a function call must be variables,
i.e., there is no nested function application. Note that we treat
hedge concatenation “¦” as a “freeze”d data constructor rather than
a function. To simplify our presentation, we add some restrictions
to the language: every variable on the left-hand side of a rule
must be used at most once on the corresponding right-hand side
and the number of parameters of a function is always one. These
restrictions are not essential and even the treeless restriction can
be relaxed (Section 6). Note that, in the language, no output of a
function can be decomposed by a pattern. For convenience, we use
type expressions in variable patterns in addition to type names, as
x :: <a>∗ . Some example programs in this language have been
given in the Introduction and Section 2.
We write a type environment obtained by gathering variable
patterns in pattern p as Γp . For example, for p = (x :: T, <t>(y ::
T 0 )), we have Γp = {x 7→ T, y 7→ T 0 }. Substitution θ is a
function that maps a variable to a hedge or to the same variable.
We write a pattern/expression obtained from t by replacing each
variable x in t with hedge θ(x) as tθ. Especially for a pattern, we
assume that pθ implies θ(x) ∈ [[Γp (x)]]G for each variable x in p.
The set of all hedges matching pattern p in a program P, [[p]]P , is
deﬁned by [[p]]P = {h | ∃θ. h = pθ}. Note that variable pattern

f (. . . x :: T . . .) =
ˆ . . . g(x) . . .
f |S (. . . x :: T 0 . . .) =
ˆ . . . g|T 0 (x) . . .
where each variable pattern x :: T in a pattern is replaced with
x :: T 0 by pattern specialization of the pattern with respect to S.
Then, the specialization attempts to generate rules of function g
with respect to T 0 . Let us roughly explain the specialization with
concrete examples of reverse and idAB below.
Consider the following function, reverse.
data T =
ˆ <a> | <b>
reverse(ε)
=
ˆ ε
reverse(a :: T ¦ r :: T ∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
We specialize function reverse with respect to type S = (<a> ¦ <b>)∗ .
Here, the semantics of S, T , and T ∗ is deﬁned by the following
RHG.
S → <a>S 0
S→ε
S 0 → <b>S
T → <a>T 0
T → <b>T 0
T0 → ε
T ∗ → <a>T ∗ T ∗ → <b>T ∗ T ∗ → ε
First, the specialization tries to specialize the rule
reverse(ε) =
ˆ ε
with respect to type S. To achieve this specialization, our specialization tries to specialize pattern ε with respect to type ε. Since a
set of inputs S contains ε, i.e., ε ∈ [[S]], pattern ε is specialized to
ε, and the following rule is produced by the specialization.
reverse|S (ε) =
ˆ ε
Then, the specialization tries to specialize the rule
reverse(a :: T ¦ r :: T ∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
with respect to S. To achieve this, we try to specialize pattern
a :: T ¦ r :: T ∗ to pattern a :: H1 ¦ r :: H2 with respect
to S. To ﬁnd sets of hedges H1 and H2 , we consider hedges
h1 ∈ [[T ]], h2 ∈ [[T ∗ ]] satisfying h1 ¦ h2 ∈ [[S]]. For this purpose,
∗
∗
we try to ﬁnd nonterminal N satisfying S → h1 N , N → h2 ,
∗
[[N ]] ∩ [[T ∗ ]] 6= ∅, and {h | S → hN } ∩ [[T ]] 6= ∅. Since we have
∗
{h | S → hS} ∩ [[T ]] = ∅ but [[S 0 ]] ∩ [[T ∗ ]] = [[<b> ¦ T ∗ ]] and

∗

{h | S → hS 0 } ∩ [[T ]] = {<a>}, a rule and types
data H1 =
ˆ <a>
data H2 =
ˆ <b> ¦ S
reverse|S (a :: H1 ¦ r :: H2 ) =
ˆ reverse|H2 (r) ¦ a
are produced. Since reverse|H2 (r) appears on the right-hand side
of newly produced rules and the rules of function reverse|H2 (r)
have not been produced, the specialization tries to specialize function reverse with respect to type H2 . First, the specialization tries
to specialize the rule
reverse(ε) =
ˆ ε
with respect to H2 . To achieve this specialization, we specialize
pattern ε with respect to H2 . Since H2 does not contain ε, i.e., the
rule is never used for an input in H2 , no rule is produced. Then, the
specialization tries to specialize the rule
reverse(a :: T ¦ r :: T ∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
with respect to H2 . By a similar procedure to the above, the following rule is produced by the specialization.
reverse|H2 (a :: <b> ¦ r :: S) =
ˆ reverse|S (r) ¦ a
Since the rules of reverse|S have already been produced, the specialization is complete. If we simplify H1 by H1 = <a>, specialized function reverse|S is as follows.
data S =
ˆ (<a> ¦ <b>)∗
data T =
ˆ <a> | <b>
data H2 =
ˆ <b> ¦ S
reverse|S (ε)
=
ˆ ε
reverse|S (a :: <a> ¦ r :: H2 ) =
ˆ reverse|H2 (r) ¦ a
reverse|H2 (a :: <b> ¦ r :: S) =
ˆ reverse|S (r) ¦ a
Sometimes, the specialization produces more than one rule from
a rule. Consider function idAB deﬁned by
idAB (x :: (<a>|<b>) ¦ y :: (<a>|<b>)) =
ˆ x¦y
and the specialization of function idAB with respect to type T =
(<a> ¦ <b>) | (<b> ¦ <a>). Here, T is represented by the following
RHG.
T → <a>U T → <b>V U → <b>W V → <a>W W → ε
Then, we try to specialize pattern x :: (<a>|<b>) ¦ y :: (<a>|<b>)
with respect to T . Similar to the above procedure, we try to ﬁnd
h1 , h2 such that h1 , h2 ∈ [[<a>|<b>]] and h1 ¦ h2 ∈ [[T ]]. Unlike
reverse, the choice of h2 affects the choice of h1 ; if we choose
h2 = <b> then we must choose h1 = <a>, while if we choose
h2 = <a> then we must choose h1 = <b>. In other words, sets
∗
∗
{h | T → hU } and {h | T → hV } are different, where U
and V are only nonterminals such that [[<a>|<b>]] ∩ [[U ]] 6= ∅ and
[[<a>|<b>]] ∩ [[V ]] 6= ∅ hold. Hence, two rules
idAB |T (x :: <a> ¦ y :: <b>) =
ˆ x¦y
idAB |T (x :: <b> ¦ y :: <a>) =
ˆ x¦y
are produced for one rule of idAB .
To use the specialization in other analyses or in another automated frameworks, we should clarify two points.
• Whether the specialization terminates.
• Whether the specialization generates deterministic programs.

The second point requires careful treatment of cases where the
specialization generates more than one rule from a rule.
4.1

Pattern Specialization

language, i.e., there exists an RHG that describes the set. However,
if we naively produce a new RHG when we encounter a concatenation pattern, a discussion on whether or not the specialization terminates becomes difﬁcult. To make the discussion easier, we intro∗
duce a notion of chopped RHG, by which a set like {h | A → hB},
which is obtained by “chopping” the language of the original RHG
at nonterminal B, can easily be represented.
Deﬁnition 3 (Chopped RHG). A chopped RHG GεE consists of
an RHG G and set E of nonterminals in G, where the semantics of
nonterminal A in the chopped RHG GεE is deﬁned by [[A]]GεE =
∗
{h | A → hB, B ∈ E}.
Note that every RHG G can be converted to a chopped RHG
GεF where F = {A | A → ε ∈ R} with the R of G = ( , , R)6 .
It is not difﬁcult to show that every chopped RHG GεE can be
converted to an RHG G0 where, for any nonterminal A in G, there
exists a corresponding nonterminal A0 in G0 such that [[A]]G =
[[A0 ]]G0 . We write an RHG obtained from an RHG G and an RHG
G0 by product-construction [6] as G×G0 , under which nonterminal
(A, A0 ) ∈ G × G0 has language [[(A, A0 )]]G×G0 = [[A]]G ∩ [[A0 ]]G0 .
Similarly, we write RHG (G × G0 )ε(F × E) as G × G0 εE 0 where
F = {A | A → ε ∈ R} with the R of G = ( , , R). For example,
types H1 , H2 in the example of reverse satisfy
[[H1 ]] = [[(T, S)]]G×GεS 0
[[H2 ]] = [[(T ∗ , S)]]G×G .
To simplify our explanation in this section, we represent type A by
AG (AGεE ) where G (GεE) is an RHG (a chopped RHG) used to
deﬁne A. For example, reverse can be rewritten as follows.
reverse(ε)
=
ˆ ε
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
reverse(a :: TG ¦ r :: TG∗ ) =
Here, G is the RHG used to deﬁne types S, T , and T ∗ .
Pattern specialization is formally described by pattern specialization procedure psp(p; AG0 εE ) in Figure 2 that calculates a set
of specialized patterns from pattern p and a type described by A in
G0 εE. Roughly, the behavior of psp for each line of the deﬁnition
is as follows.
1. For pattern ε, the ﬁrst line of psp returns pattern ε if [[A]]G0 εE
contains ε.
2. For pattern x :: TG , the second line of psp returns pattern
x :: (T, A)G×G0 εE if the newly generated pattern accepts at
least one hedge.
3. For pattern σ(p),
S the third line of psp tries to ﬁnd patterns
p0 such that σ(p0 ) = [[A]]G0 εE . To ﬁnd such patterns p0 ,
the third line calls psp(p; BG0 ) for rule A → σ(B)C in G0
with B ∈ E. Here, we use G0 as psp(p; BG0 ) instead of
psp(p; BG0 εE ) because E is a set of horizontally chopping
nonterminals. Pattern p in σ(p) is not located on the same
horizontal level as σ(p).
4. For pattern p1 ¦ p2 , the fourth line of psp tries toSﬁnd patterns
p01 , p02 such that [[p01 ]] ⊆ [[p1 ]], [[p02 ]] ⊆ [[p2 ]] and [[p01 ¦ p02 ]] =
[[A]]G0 εE . To ﬁnd such patterns p01 , p02 , the fourth line “chop”s
AG0 εE to AG0 ε{B} and BG0 εE , and calls psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} )
and psp(p2 ; BG0 εE ) for any nonterminal B in G0 .
5. The ﬁfth line implies that the input pattern of psp cannot be
used for input in [[A]]G0 εE .
Examples 1 and 2, which will be explained later, include the examples of psp.

∗

In the examples above, we consider set {h | A → hB} for nonterminals A, B in an RHG. This kind of set is always regular hedge

6 The

notation “ ” means that we do not care what “ ” is, as “ ” in Haskell.

psp(ε;
AG0 εE ) =
ˆ {ε} if A ∈ E
ˆ {x :: (T, A)G×G0 εE } if [[(T, A)]]G×G0 εE 6= ∅
psp(x :: TG ; AG0 εE ) =
psp(σ(p);
AG0 εE ) =
ˆ {σ(p0 ) | p0 ∈ psp(p; BG0 ), A → σ(B)C ∈ Rules G0 , C ∈ E}
psp(p1 ¦ p2 ; AG0 εE ) =
ˆ {p01 ¦ p02 | p01 ∈ psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} ), p02 ∈ psp(p2 ; BG0 εE ), B ∈ NonTerms G0 }
psp( ;
AG0 εE ) =
ˆ ∅
where Rules G0 is a set of all the production rules in G0 , and NonTerms G0 is a set all the nonterminal in G0 .

Figure 2. The deﬁnition of pattern specialization procedure psp
Theorem 1. Function psp correctly specializes pattern p with
respect to type AG0 εE , i.e.,
[
[[A]]G0 εE ∩ [[p]] = {[[p0 ]] | p0 ∈ psp(p; AG0 εE )}.
Proof Sketch. Theorem 1 is easily proved by using the induction
on the structure of p. To clarify the behavior of psp, we prove the
induction step where p = p1 ¦ p2 because the discussion on other
cases is rather easy.
First, we show the following statement.
[
[[A]]G0 εE ∩[[p1 ¦p2 ]] ⊆ {[[p01 ¦p02 ]] | p01 ¦p02 ∈ psp(p1 ¦p2 ; AG0 εE )}
Let x and y be hedges such that x ¦ y ∈ [[A]]G0 εE , x ∈ [[p1 ]] and
y ∈ [[p2 ]]. Since we have x ¦ y ∈ [[A]]G0 εE , there exists at least one
∗
∗
nonterminal B in G such that A → xB and B → yC for some
C. That is, we have x ∈ [[A]]G0 ε{B} and y ∈ [[B]]G0 εE . From the
induction hypothesis, we have
[
[[A]]G0 ε{B} ∩ [[p1 ]] ⊆ {[[p01 ]] | p01 ∈ psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} )}
and
[[B]]G0 εE ∩ [[p2 ]] ⊆

[

{[[p02 ]] | p02 ∈ psp(p2 ; AG0 εE )}.

Hence, there exist patterns p01 ∈ psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} ) and p02 ∈
psp(p2 ; AG0 εE ) such that x ∈ [[p01 ]], y ∈ [[p02 ]]. By using the
deﬁnition of psp, we have
p01 ¦ p02 ∈ psp(p1 ¦ p2 ; AG0 εE ),
which implies the statement.
Then, we show the following statement.
[
[[A]]G0 εE ∩[[p1 ¦p2 ]] ⊇ {[[p01 ¦p02 ]] | p01 ¦p02 ∈ psp(p1 ¦p2 ; AG0 εE )}
Let x and y be hedges such that x ∈ [[p01 ]] and y ∈ [[p02 ]] for
some patterns p01 , p02 such that p01 ¦ p02 ∈ psp(p1 ¦ p2 ; AG0 εE ). By
using the deﬁnition of psp, we have p01 ∈ psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} ) and
p02 ∈ psp(p2 ; BG0 εE ). From the induction hypothesis, we have
[
[[A]]G0 ε{B} ∩ [[p1 ]] ⊇ {[[p01 ]] | p01 ∈ psp(p1 ; AG0 ε{B} )}
and
[[B]]G0 εE ∩ [[p2 ]] ⊇

[

{[[p02 ]] | p02 ∈ psp(p2 ; AG0 εE )}.

Hence, we have x ∈ [[A]]G0 ε{B} ∩ [[p1 ]] and y ∈ [[B]]G0 εE ∩ [[p2 ]].
By using the deﬁnition of ¦, we have x ¦ y ∈ [[p1 ¦ p2 ]]. By using the
deﬁnition of chopped RHG, we have x ¦ y ∈ [[A]]G0 εE . Hence, we
have x ¦ y ∈ [[A]]G0 εE ∩ [[p1 ¦ p2 ]], which implies the statement.
4.2

Specialization Algorithm

We use the following notion of unambiguous RHGs in the specialization algorithm.
Deﬁnition 4 (Unambiguous RHG). An RHG G = (Σ, N, R) is
unambiguous if
∀A, B ∈ N. A 6= B ⇒ [[AG ]] ∩ [[BG ]] = ∅

(UnAmb)

and
∀A ∈ N. [[AG ]] 6= ∅
hold.
It is known that using conversion from NFTA to DFTA [6] every
RHG G can be converted to unambiguous RHG G0 in which, for
any nonterminal A inSG, there exist nonterminals A01 , . . . , A0n in G0
satisfying [[A]]G = i∈{1,...,n} [[A0i ]]G0 . Similarly, every chopped
RHG GεE has a corresponding unambiguous RHG G0 .
Now, we are ready to deﬁne our specialization procedure.
Algorithm (Type-Based Specialization).
Input: A program.
Output: A specialized program.
Procedure:
1. For each function call f (x) in each rule h(q) =
ˆ C[f (x)] in a
program with Γq (x) = AG0 εE , and then repeat Steps 2–5.
2. Construct an unambiguous RHG G00 corresponding
to G0 εE, in
S
00
00
which the nonterminals A1 , . . . , An satisfy i∈{1...n} [[A00i ]] =
[[A]]GεE 0 .
3. For each rule f (p) =
ˆ e of f in the original program, repeat
Steps 3–5.
S
4. For each specialized pattern p0 ∈ i∈{1...n} psp(p; A00i G00 ),
generate a rule f |AG0 εE (p0 ) =
ˆ e0 where e0 is obtained from e
by replacing function calls g(y) by g|T (y) where T = Γp0 (y).
5. Recursively apply this algorithm to all the function calls occurring in the newly-produced rules until no new rules are generated in Step 4.
The construction of an unambiguous RHG in Step 3 guarantees
that the specialized programs are deterministic.
Let us explain the behavior of the specialization algorithm stepby-step using the examples of reverse and idAB , which were
presented earlier in this section.
Example 1 (reverse). Let us consider a program as follows.
main(x :: S) =
ˆ reverse(x)
Here, type S is deﬁned by S = (<a> ¦ <b>)∗ . Let G be the RHG
used to deﬁne S, T and T ∗ in reverse. First, by using Step 1, we
target reverse and type SG . Second, by using Step 2, from G, we
construct an unambiguous RHG G0 that deﬁnes the semantics of
S. Here, this is easily done by collecting production rules that are
relevant to S. Third, by using Step 3, for two rules of reverse, we
specialize the rule reverse(ε) =
ˆ ε with respect to SG0 . Fourth, by
using the Step 4, since we have psp(ε; SG0 ) = {ε} by deﬁnition, a
rule
ˆ ε
reverse|SG0 (ε) =
is generated. Fifth, by using Step 5, since there is no function on
the right-hand side of the generated rule, we go back to Step 3 to
deal with the rest of the rules of reverse. Sixth, by using Step 3,
we specialize the rule reverse(a :: TG ¦ r :: TG∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a
with respect to SG0 . Seventh, by using Step 4, since we have
psp(a :: TG ¦ r :: TG∗ ; SG0 )
= {a :: (T, S)G×G0 εS 0 ¦ r :: (T ∗ , S 0 )G×G0 },

a rule
∗

0

reverse|SG0 (a :: (T, S)G×G0 εS 0 ¦ r :: (T , S )G×G0 )
=
ˆ reverse|(T ∗ ,S 0 )G×G0 (r) ¦ a
is generated. Eighth, by using Step 5, since the generated rule
contains function call reverse|(T ∗ ,S 0 )G×G0 , we try to specialize
reverse with respect to type (T ∗ , S 0 )G×G0 . Ninth, by using Step 2,
we obtain unambiguous RHG G00 deﬁned by the rules
U → <b>() ¦ V

V → <a>() ¦ U

psp(a :: TG ¦ r :: TG∗ ; UG00 )
= {a :: (T, U )G×G00 εV ¦ r :: (T ∗ , V )G×G00 }
a rule
reverse|(T ∗ ,S 0 )G×G0 (a :: (T, U )G×G00 εV ¦ r :: (T ∗ , V )G×G00 )
=
ˆ reverse|(T ∗ ,V )G×G00 (r) ¦ a
is generated. Note that here we have the following equations on
regular hedge languages.
=
=
=
=

are generated. Fifth, at Step 5, we do nothing and the specialization
is complete because the generated rules do not contain any function call on the right-hand sides. If we simplify the patterns, the
following program is obtained by the specialization.
idAB |T (x :: <b> ¦ y :: <a>) =
ˆ x¦y
idAB |T (x :: <a> ¦ y :: <b>) =
ˆ x¦y

V →ε

where [[U ]]G00 = [[(T ∗ , S 0 )]]G×G0 . Tenth, by using Step 3, we specialize rule reverse(ε) =
ˆ ε with respect to type UG00 . Eleventh, by
using Step 4, since psp(ε; UG00 ) = ∅, we go back to Step 3 without
producing any rules. Twelfth, by using Step 3, we specialize rule
reverse(a :: TG ¦ r :: TG∗ ) =
ˆ reverse(r) ¦ a with respect to type
UG00 . Thirteenth, by using Step 4 since we have

[[(T, S)G×G0 εS 0 ]]
[[(T ∗ , S 0 )G×G0 ]]
[[(T, U )G×G00 εV ]]
[[(T ∗ , V )G×G00 ]]

the rules
idAB |T (x :: (S, T )G×G0 εV ¦ y :: (S, V )G×G0 ) =
ˆ x¦y
idAB |T (x :: (S, T )G×G0 εU ¦ y :: (S, U )G×G0 ) =
ˆ x¦y

{<a>}
{<b> ¦ h | h ∈ [[S]]G }
{<b>}
[[S]]G

Fourteenth, at Step 5, we do nothing and the specialization is complete while reverse|(T ∗ ,V )G×G00 appears on the right-hand side
of the generated rule, because reverse|(T ∗ ,V )G×G00 is nothing but
reverse|SG0 whose rules have already been generated. Collecting
the generated rules, we obtain the following program.
data S =
ˆ (<a> ¦ <b>)∗
data U =
ˆ <b> ¦ V
data V =
ˆ <a> ¦ U | ε
reverse|S (ε)
=
ˆ ε
reverse|S (a :: <a> ¦ r :: U ) =
ˆ reverse|U (r) ¦ a
reverse|U (a :: <b> ¦ r :: S) =
ˆ reverse|S (r) ¦ a
Ensure that [[U ]] = [[<b> ¦ S]].
Example 2 (idAB ). Let us consider a program as follows.
main(x :: TG ) =
ˆ idAB (x)
where idAB is deﬁned by
idAB (x :: SG ¦ y :: SG ) =
ˆ x¦y
and G is a grammar deﬁned as follows.
S → <a>S 0 S → <b>S 0 S 0 → ε
T → <a>U T → <b>V U → <b>W V → <a>W W → ε
First, by using Step 1, we target idAB and type TG . Second, by
using Step 2, from G, we construct an unambiguous RHG G0
that deﬁnes the semantics of T . In this case, this is easily done
by collecting production rules that are relevant to T . Third, by
using Step 3, since idAB only has one rule, we specialize rule
idAB (x :: SG ¦ y :: SG ) =
ˆ x ¦ y with respect to TG0 . Fourth,
by using Step 4, since we have
psp(x:: SG ¦ y :: SG ; T )
ﬀ
x :: (S, T )G×G0 εV ¦ y :: (S, V )G×G0 ,
=
,
x :: (S, T )G×G0 εU ¦ y :: (S, U )G×G0

4.3

Properties of Specialization

We then prove that the specialization algorithm terminates. Thanks
to chopped RHGs, we can avoid introducing a new type described by a new RHG in pattern specialization; psp only generates a type expressed by the composition of existing (chopped)
RHGs, which serves as a key to our proof. In advance to the
proof of termination, we prove the lemmas below. In the proof
of the lemmas for an unambiguous RHG G, we use the notations
DG (x), DG0 (x), DG00 (x), DG000 (x) to represent some disjunctive normal forms (DNFs) on the predicates of form pA,B (x) for A, B ∈ G
where predicate pA,B (x) means ∃y. (x ¦ y) ∈ [[A]]G ∧ y ∈ [[B]]G .
The number of all DNFs on the predicates of form pA,B (x) is ﬁnite because the number of the predicates is ﬁnite. Note that, for an
unambiguous G, we have
“
”
∀x. ∃y. (x ¦ y) ∈ [[A]]G ∧ y ∈ [[B]]G ⇔ x ∈ [[A]]Gε{B} .
Roughly, Lemma 1 says that, when psp introduces type AG00 εM ,
if the semantics of all the nonterminals in an RHG associated with
the input of psp can be expressed by the composition of existing
types, then the semantics of all the nonterminals in G00 also can
be expressed by the composition of existing types. Lemma 2 states
that all the nonterminals in a chopped RHG G00 εE 00 where E 00 is a
set of nonterminals in G00 also can be expressed by the composition
of existing types if G00 is unambiguous. Lemma 3 and 4 state that
there exist methods transforming RHGs to suitable RHGs preserving the property where the semantics of all the nonterminals in the
RHG can be expressed by the composition of existing types.
Lemma 1. Let P = (G, ) be program where G = ( , N, ). Let
q be a pattern in the program, psp(q; A0G0 ) with G0 = ( , N 0 , )
satisﬁes the following statement.
∀T ∈ N, ∃DG . (∀x. x ∈ [[T 0 ]]G ≡ DG (x))
∧ ∀T 0 ∈ N 0 , ∃DG0 . (∀x. x ∈ [[T 0 ]]G0 ≡ DG0 (x))
0 0
1
∀q ∈ psp(q; A0G0 ),
0
B∀x ∈ vars(q ).
C
⇒@
let ( , G00 εE 00 ) = Γq0 (x) with G00 = ( , N 00 , ),A
∀T 00 ∈ N 00 , ∃DG00 . (∀x. x ∈ [[T 00 ]]G00 ≡ DG00 (x))
Proof. By using the deﬁnition of psp, when BG00 εE 00 = Γq0 (x) for
x ∈ vars(q 0 ) with q 0 ∈ psp(q; A0G0 ), G00 and E 00 take the form
G00 εE 00 = G × G0 εE 0 = (G × G0 )ε(F × E 0 )
for some E 0 ⊆ N 0 where F = {A | A → ε ∈ R} with R of
G = ( , , R). Therefore, (T, T 0 ) ∈ N 00 implies [[(T, T 0 )]]G00 =
[[T ]]G ∩ [[T 0 ]]G0 . By using the premise of the lemma, we have
x ∈ [[T ]]G ≡ DG (x) and x ∈ [[T 0 ]]G0 ≡ DG0 (x). Then, there exists
DNF DG00 (x) on the atomic predicates with form pA,B (x) such that
x ∈ [[(T, T 0 )]]G00

≡
≡
≡

G0

Thus, the proof is done.

x ∈ ([[T ]]G ∩ [[T 0 ]]G0 )

DG (x) ∧ DG0 (x)
DG00 (x)

Lemma 2. For unambiguous G = (Σ, N, R), if any T ∈ N
satisﬁes x ∈ T ≡ DG (x) for some DG (x), then any T ∈ GεE
for any E ⊆ N satisﬁes x ∈ T ≡ DG0 (x) for some D0 G (x).
Proof. The language of nonterminal T in GεE can be expressed in
the following form because G is unambiguous.
)
( ˛
˛ _
∗
∗
˛
T → xS ∧ S → y
[[T ]]GεE = x ˛
˛
S∈E
)
( ˛
˛ _
˛
∃y. (x ¦ y) ∈ [[T ]]G , y ∈ [[S]]G
= x˛
˛
S∈E

When we write a corresponding DNF to a nonterminal A in G as
DGA (x), the above formula can be rewritten as follows.
)
( ˛
˛ _
˛
S
T
[[T ]]GεE = x ˛
∃y. DG (x ¦ y) ∧ DG (y)
˛
S∈E
W
Using the fact that pA,B (x ¦ y) = C∈N pA,C (x) ∧ pC,B (y) where
G = ( , N, ), let Fi (z), Fi0 (z) be logical formulae containing ∧,
¬ on atomic predicates with form pA,B (z) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} for
some n; rearranging DNF, we can rewrite the above formula as
follows
( ˛
)
˛_
˛
0
[[T ]]GεE = x ˛ ∃y. Fi (x) ∧ Fi (y) ,
˛
i

where we use ∃-distributivity (∃x. p(x) ∨ p0 (x) ≡ (∃x.p(x)) ∨
(∃x.p0 (x))). Since each Fi (x) is irrelevant to quantiﬁer ∃y, we
have
( ˛
)
˛_
˛
0
[[T ]]GεE = x ˛ Fi (x) ∧ ∃y. Fi (y) .
˛
i

Since each ∃y. Fi0 (y) is true or false, i.e., removable, we obtain
[[T ]]GεE ≡ DG0 (x)

Let P = (G, ) be program with G = ( , , R). We deﬁne G as
an unambiguous RHG corresponding to G. Then, any nonterminal
T in G satisﬁes
_
x ∈ [[T ]]G ≡
pAT ,i ,C (x) = DG0 (x)
i∈{1,...,n},C∈F

for some DG where [[AT,1 , . . . , AT,nT ]]G = [[T ]]G and F = {X |
X → ε ∈ R} with G = ( , , R). Using Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 4,
by using the induction of the number of times psp is applied, every
type T appearing in the program satisﬁes ∀x ∈ [[T ]] ≡ DG (x) for
some DG . Recall that the number of the DNFs is ﬁnite.
In the algorithm, we also use the fact that the equivalence of two
regular hedge languages is decidable [6].
The proof of the termination also gives an upper bound for program growth. Since the number of DNFs on m atomic predicates
m
is O(22 ), an upper bound for the number of rules in a specialized
n2

program is O(22 ) where n is the number of nonterminals in G
of program P = (G, ).
One may think that there is a simpler and more concise proof
for the above theorem. The reason we proved the theorem as above
is that we wanted to introduce ﬂexibility to choose an internal
representation of a type, i.e., an RHG. For example, we can apply
minimization [6] to the unambiguous RHGs obtained in Step 2,
and we can merge some patterns returned by psp as long as the
merges preserve the semantics of the program. These techniques
have improved the efﬁciency of our prototype implementation.
Note that the specialization algorithm contains equivalence checks
between types and both techniques beneﬁt by reducing the number
of equivalence checks. Equivalence checks on types described by
RHGs are decidable but are EXPTIME-complete problems [6].
To guarantee that the programs after the specialization are deterministic, we must ensure that the following condition holds for
pattern p and nonterminals A001 . . . , A00n in unambiguous G0 .
´
`
(D-PSP)
∃i. p0 , p00 ∈ psp(p; A00i G00 ) ⇒ [[p0 ]] ∩ [[p00 ]] = ∅

for some DG0 (x), which implies the statement of the lemma.

Thanks to the unambiguity (UnAmb) of G0 , we have the following
lemma for determinism.

Lemma 3. There exists a method of constructing RHG G0 =
( , N 0 , ) form chopped RHG GεE with G = ( , N, ) satisfying

Lemma 5. For any nonterminal A in G, and any pattern p, the
condition (D-PSP) holds.

∀T ∈ N, ∃T 0 ∈ N 0 . [[T ]]GεE = [[T 0 ]]G0
and

Hence, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The specialization returns deterministic programs.

∀T ∈ N, ∃DG . x ∈ [[T ]]GεE ≡ DG (x)
⇒ ∀T 0 ∈ N 0 , ∃DG0 . x ∈ [[T 0 ]]G0 ≡ DG (x).
Proof Sketch. For each nonterminal T in N , two nonterminals are
introduced in G0 : T 0 for [[T ]]GεE and T for [[T ]]G . Productions
rules of these nonterminals are obtained straightforwardly. Note
that XDuce uses a similar conversion method [15].
Lemma 4. There exists a method of constructing unambiguous
RHG G0 = ( , N 0 , ) from RHG G = ( , N, ) satisfying
∀T ∈ N, ∃DG . x ∈ [[T ]]G ≡ DG (x)
⇒ ∀T 0 ∈ N 0 , ∃DG0 . x ∈ [[T 0 ]]G0 ≡ DG0 (x).
Proof Sketch. The subset construction that converts NFTA to DFTA [6]
satisﬁes the above condition. The minimization of RHGs [6] after
disambiguation can also be applied preserving the condition.
Theorem 2. The specialization terminates.
Proof Sketch. We prove the theorem by showing that the number of
regular hedge languages appearing in the algorithm is ﬁnite.

Note that the method of specialization does not infer the output types of functions. In the specialization, we have assumed that
any output of a function cannot be decomposed by a pattern of another function. In other words, an input to be decomposed by the
pattern of a function is always part of an input of a function that
calls the function. Also note that the domain of a function in our
target language may be beyond the regular hedge language, concretely, context-free. This context-freeness results from the recursion structure of functions. Note that the specialization does not
change the recursion structure; if the domain of the original function is context-free then the domain of the specialized function is
also context-free. For example, function cf deﬁned by
data T =
ˆ (<a>|<b>)∗
cf (x :: T ) =
ˆ g(x)
g(ε)
=
ˆ ε
g(<a> ¦ r ¦ <b>) =
ˆ <c> ¦ g(x) ¦ <d>
is specialized to the following function.
cf (x :: T ) =
ˆ g|T (x)
g|T (ε)
=
ˆ ε
g|T (<a> ¦ r :: T ¦ <b>) =
ˆ <c> ¦ g|T (x) ¦ <d>

The specialization eliminates the use of subtyping by replacing a
type in a variable pattern and generating new rules of specialized
functions so that everything is clear from the recursion structures
in a specialized program.

is to forget the parameters of functions to generate a grammar
that describes the range of functions. For example, from the above
program, we obtain a grammar
Tc2x
Tc2x
Ts2x
Ts2x

Theorem 4 (Fully-Specializedness). After specialization, for any
function call f (x) occurring in rule g(p) =
ˆ C[f (x)], for any
substitution θ, ∃v. f (xθ) ⇓ v implies θ(x) ∈ [[Γp (x)]].
Theorem 5 (Correctness). For f |T obtained from function f and
type T by the specialization, v ∈ T, f (v) ⇓ u if and only if
f |T (v) ⇓ u.
Theorem 4 is the main result of the specialization. The theorem
states that, after specialization, we do not need to consider types of
variables in estimating the type (range) of an expression except a
variable expression. For example, in the type inference of expression f (x), we do not need to consider the type of x while, in the
type inference of expression x, we must consider the type of x.

5. Applications
This section explains the effectiveness of our proposed specialization by presenting applications in which the specialization plays an
important role.
5.1 Type Inference
The specialization enables us to do simple and exact type inference/checking. Type inference and type checking are important features of languages for for XML transformations and much research
has been done in this area [11, 16, 22, 23].
Precise type inference for our target program without specialization is not straightforward because the output type of function
f may differ from the type of function call f (x). For example, the
type of function call f (x) in g is actually singleton set {<a>} while
the range of function f is a set described by <a>∗ .
g(x :: <a>) =
ˆ f (x)
f (x :: <a>∗ ) =
ˆ x
However, in specialized programs the output type of function f and
the type of function call f (x) coincide. Thanks to this property,
we can apply an algorithm similar to the type inference in [23],
by which the types of expressions are exactly calculated by using
context-free grammars.
For example, consider the following specialized program.
data C =
ˆ (<chapter>(<title>(string) ¦ P ¦ S))∗
data S =
ˆ (<section>(<title>(String) ¦ P ))∗
data P =
ˆ (<p>(String))∗
c2x (ε) =
ˆ ε
c2x (<chapter>(<title>(t :: String) ¦ p :: P ¦ s :: S) ¦ r :: C)
=
ˆ <h1>(t) ¦ p ¦ s2x (s) ¦ c2x (r)
s2x (ε) =
ˆ ε
s2x (<section>(<title>(t :: String) ¦ p :: P ) ¦ r :: S)
=
ˆ <h2>(t) ¦ p ¦ s2x (r)
This function transforms a hedge with a paper-like structure as
<chapter>(<title>(t1 ) ¦ <p>(p1 )
¦ <section>(<title>(t1 ) ¦ <p>(p2 )))
<chapter>(<title>(t3 ))
to an XHTML fragment as
<h1>(t1 ) ¦ <p>(p1 ) ¦ <h2>(t2 ) ¦ <p>(p2 ) ¦ <h1>(t3 ).
Inference of the output types of a function is sufﬁcient because the
output types of functions and the types of function-call expressions
coincide and the types of other expressions are calculated easily
from the types. The basic idea underlying Maneth et al.’s algorithm

→ε
→ <h1>(String) ¦ P ¦ Ts2x ¦ Tc2x
→ε
→ <h2>(String) ¦ P ¦ Ts2x

that exactly calculates the ranges of functions c2x and s2x . Sometimes, the range of a function is not regular as function f deﬁned
by
f (ε)
=
ˆ ε
f (<c>(x)) =
ˆ <a> ¦ f (x) ¦ <b>
and the corresponding context-free grammar
Tf → ε
Tf → <a> ¦ Tf ¦ <b>.
This context-freeness of the range is not problematic for type
checking because for type R described by an RHG and type C
obtained by Maneth et al.’s algorithm, C ⊆ R is known to be
decidable while R ⊆ C is not [23].
Note that a nondeterministic program is sufﬁcient for type inference. Without a guarantee that the specialized programs are deterministic, we can provide another version of specialization that
runs faster than that with a guarantee. The other version is obtained by removing Step 3 in the specialization algorithm, which
constructs unambiguous RHGs. The other version also terminates
because only the operations on types in the other version of specialization are taking products and switching chopping nonterminals.
We have not given any formal proof of termination of the other version because it is beyond the scope of this paper. An upper bound
for the program growth by the other version of specialization is
2
O(2n ), where n is the number of nonterminals in G of a program,
P = (G, ). The difference in complexities between the other version of our specialization and the pre-processing used in [23] results from the difference in patterns: pattern x :: T introduces a
2
power of 2n and pattern p1 ¦ p2 introduces a square of n2 .
5.2

Injectivity Analysis

In addition to the determinism of a program, the exact types of
expressions for a specialized program can be obtained as previously
noted. We can then adopt the injectivity analysis used in XSugar [3,
4] with slight modiﬁcations.
The nondeterminism of a program may make injectivity analysis more difﬁcult. If two rules of function f in a deterministic
specialized program, have range-overlapping expressions e1 , e2
f (p1 ) =
ˆ e1
f (p2 ) =
ˆ e2
then f is non-injective because (1) the deterministic property ensures that a set [[p1 ]] of values matching p1 and a set [[p2 ]] of
values matching p2 are disjoint, and (2) Theorem 4 ensures that
∃v. eθ ⇓ v implies pθ ∈ [[p]] for any f (p) =
ˆ e. However, in a nondeterministic program there is an injective function in which the
range of right-hand side expressions of two rules overlap. For example, the following injective nondeterministic function has rangeoverlapping right-hand side expressions.
f (<true>) =
ˆ <true>
f (<true>) =
ˆ <true>
Consequently, it is more difﬁcult to precisely analyze injectivity for
nondeterministic programs than for those that are deterministic.
Also, recall that there is a case where, while generic function
f :: A → B is not injective, speciﬁc function f |A0 with A0 ⊆ A
is injective, as was the unifyAddress in the Introduction. Since

we have obtained a program for f |A0 after specialization, we can
analysis injectivity more precisely.
There are only three types of non-injective programs in our
specialized program, which is simply proved using induction. The
ﬁrst type of program is one that does not use a variable with
a type whose cardinality is more than one on some right-hand
sides, as f (x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <b>∗ ) =
ˆ x. The second type of
program is one that concatenates two expressions whose exact
types T1 , T2 satisfy [[T1 ]] ∦ [[T2 ]] as f (x :: <a>∗ ¦ y :: <b>∗ ¦ z ::
<a>∗ ) =
ˆ x ¦ z ¦ y. The third type of program is one that contains
two rules of a function in which right-hand-side expression ranges
overlap as f (<true>) =
ˆ <true>; f (<false>) =
ˆ <true>. In
addition, we must also examine whether or not such a non-injective
function above will be called from the function whose injectivity
one wants to check. The specialization also simpliﬁes this process;
after specialization, a syntactically-called function, i.e., a function
that appears on the right-hand side, is semantically called with
some input, i.e., a function is used in evaluation for the input.
Hence, injectivity analysis can be achieved by examining existence of the three places above. However, it is known that, with
exact types of expressions, checking whether two ranges overlap or
not is undecidable [3]. We must approximate the exactly-inferred
types as in XSugar [3, 4], where Mohri and Nederhof’s regular
approximation algorithm of context-free grammars [26] is used. To
use the algorithm for programs in our target language, we must
modify it slightly because the original algorithm is for strings but
not for hedges. Using a hedge version of their regular approximation algorithm, we can analyze the injectivity of a function written in our target language. To do this, we approximate the types
of function calls and then determine the types of other expressions
according to approximated type for the later inversion step. This
ensures that the approximated type of expression and the pattern
generated from the expression in the later naive inversion will coincide. Note that context-freeness is only caused by the function-call
structure of a program.
Note that there is no exact algorithm for analyzing injectivity for
our target language, which can be shown by reducing the problem
to Post’s Correspondence Problem [31].
5.3

Inversion

With specialization, we can perform correct inversion by naively
swapping left-hand sides with right-hand sides. In contrast, without
specialization, this naive inversion produces incorrect results. For
example, for function g deﬁned by
g(x :: A0 ) =
ˆ f (x)
with f :: A → B and A0 ⊂ A, even when f is injective, naive
inversion would produce the following inverse.
g −1 (v) =
ˆ f −1 (v)
Function g −1 is problematic because f −1 may return a value that
does not belong to A0 , i.e., the domain of g. We can avoid the
problem with specialization, because the exact range of function
f |A0 is known.
Approximated types, i.e., estimated ranges of functions, also
work properly as long as the injectivity analysis discussed above
determines a program is injective. For such a program, naively
swapping left-hand sides with right-hand sides produces a correct
inverse program in our target language because variable pattern
x :: T where T is deﬁned by an RHG is permitted in our target
program. For example, the role of the types of function calls is clear
in the following inverse of the function, c2x , presented earlier in

this section.
data T1 =
ˆ (<h2>(String) ¦ P )∗
∗
data T2 =
ˆ (<h1>(String) ¦ P ¦ (<h2>(String) ¦ P )∗ )
data T3 =
ˆ T1
c2x −1 (ε) =
ˆ ε
c2x −1 (<h1>(t :: String) ¦ p :: P ¦ v1 :: T1 ¦ v2 :: T2 )
=
ˆ <chapter>(<title>(t) ¦ p ¦ s2x−1 (v1 )) ¦ c2x−1 (v2 )
s2x −1 (ε) =
ˆ ε
s2x −1 (<h2>(t :: String) ¦ p :: P ¦ v3 :: T3 )
=
ˆ <section>(<title> ¦ p) ¦ s2x−1 (v3 )
Here, T1 , T2 , and T3 are the types of function calls s2x (s) and
c2x (r) in the second rule of c2x , and s2x (x) in the second rule
of s2x , respectively. For example, the following inverse of cf
discussed in Section 4 demonstrates that naive inversion works
properly for functions of which the domain and the range are
beyond regular hedge language.
cf −1 (x :: S) =
ˆ g|−1
T (x)
−1
g|T (ε)
=
ˆ ε
g|−1
ˆ <a> ¦ g|−1
T (<c> ¦ v :: S ¦ <d>) =
T (v) ¦ <b>
Here, S = (<c>|<d>)∗ is an approximated type of the output type
of g|T .
Injectivity analysis on approximated types guarantees that the
obtained inverses are deterministic, and in the same class as the
original programs. It is common to use the results of injectivity
analysis to obtain deterministic inverses [9, 12, 13, 14].

6. Extensions
To simplify our presentation, we have restricted each variable occurring on the left-hand side to occur at most once on the corresponding right-hand side and the number of parameters for every
function to one. Relaxing this restriction is straightforward. Essentially, the properties of the specialization algorithm (Theorems 2, 4
and 5) only depend on the characteristics of a program where no
output of a function can be examined by a pattern. For example,
accumulation parameters as in macro forest transducers [30] can
be introduced without violating the properties. Then, Theorem 4
changes slightly; variables passed to the accumulation parameters
of a function must be treated in the same way as variables in variable expressions, i.e., the types of such variables must be considered in type inference. Multi-return [17] can also be permitted, for
which some program analyses might be easier.
Attributes in XML can be permitted because they can be encoded into RHGs. However, naively-encoding XML attributes into
RHGs causes an explosion in the number of nonterminals in the resulting RHG; an RHG generating n-different XML attributes contains more than 2n nonterminals because it must distinguish which
attributes have appeared. Note that the XML attributes of an element appear in any order but they all appear exactly once. A discussion of record types [5] might make the specialization that supports
XML attributes more efﬁcient.

7. Conclusion
We proposed a method of program transformation that generates
specialized function deﬁnitions from the use of a function, i.e.,
a function-call expression. The method of specialization always
terminates and generates deterministic programs. In the proofs of
properties of the specialization, we used the characteristics of our
target program where no output of a function cloud be examined
by a pattern. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the new specialization using many applications: type inference/check, injectivity
analysis, and inversion.

We intend to explore all other applications of the proposed
method of specialization. We especially think we will use the new
method in bidirectionalization [24] where precise injectivity analysis plays an important role. Although the new technique of specialization does not improve efﬁciency at all, we believe that typebased optimization techniques [10, 19] would work effectively for
specialized programs because the specialization would enable us to
infer the precise input and output types for all functions.
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